
Use of head-up displays
(HUDs) in commercial avia-
tion should be ubiquitous by

now. It isn’t. Resistance to technolo-
gy—like early opposition to the
autopilot—is a combination of
ancient thinking, moldy old return-
on-investment (ROI) models and
overregulation. Price can also be
argued as a barrier, but that doesn’t
seem to be an issue with innovative
airlines, corporate aviation—or, sig-
nificantly, China.
For the forward-looking in avia-

tion, the HUD is fast becoming a
standard, almost a mandate for mod-
ern cockpits. Corporate aircraft
OEMs like Bombardier, Dassault and
Gulfstream not only followed quick-
ly—they were soon in the lead. The
innovations of HUDs and flightpath
vector (FPV)-based symbology, better
information such as runway symbols
and the addition of enhanced flight
vision systems (EFVS), have essen-

tially made the HUD standard
equip ment for the modern bizjet.
And fresh HUD innovations and
advanced sensors are coming.
Recently, China has made HUDs

and vision avionics a priority in its
goals to achieve the highest levels of
performance and safety. The Civil
Aviation Authority of China (CAAC)’s
new HUD application roadmap lays
out the reasoning and timing for
HUDs and vision technology, calling
these systems “of great importance
to maintain sustainable flight safety.”
This constitutes one of China’s major
“global objectives and require-
ments” for all civil aviation.
HUD technology was first seen in

military aircraft. Innovation and the
perseverance of inventors in the
early 1960s—such as French engi-
neer Gilbert Klopstein—and
1970s—including NASA engineers
Dick Brey and Barry Scott—paved
the way for HUDs to enter commer-

cial aviation. The first airliner to fea-
ture HUDs was the Dassault Mer -
cure, which had Sextant (now
Thalès) HUDs and entered service
with the French airline Air Inter in
the mid-1970s.
Several airlines made the leap into

HUD technology, like Pacific South -
west Airlines with the Sund strand
solid optics HUD. However, pio-
neering Alaska Airlines and the
newly minted Flight Dyn amics HUD
Company (now Rock well Collins)
were the first to capture a “paying”
operational advantage of a HUD—
the Cat III landing. Alaska’s move in
placing HUDs into the Boeing 727
“Classics”—a loving term for a prac-
tically rope-started aircraft—provid-
ed the airline with a manually flown
Cat III capability equal to an autopi-
lot. This was a payback that accoun-
tants could understand. Alaska also
saw that HUD pilots using the new
FPV-based display had a precision
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FLIGHTDECK DEVELOPMENTS

HUD gains favor in Asia Pacific

Operation of HUD technology and vision systems is becoming a leading
value technology in Asia Pacific countries. FAA and industry are support-
ing the transition of operations in several collaborative programs.

For low approaches down to minimums, operators in China,
Australia and South Korea are sold on head-up displays.
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instrument in all regimes of flight.
On-speed performance—a book
number—is hard to get to single dig-
its with conventional instruments
because you are naturally looking
heads-up without a number unless
you glance down. Now Alaska pilots
could take off and land in Cat III
weather, land and fly precisely by
the numbers, and add to the profit
margin, not the trinket collection.

HUD ops development in China

One of these Alaska pilots in the
early days was Dean Schwab. Years
later he would become a critical
leader for Rockwell Collins in the
development of HUD operations as
well as moving HUDs from the store
front to the front of many an aircraft.
Schwab is also one of the industry
leaders working with FAA to help
coordinate collaborative discussions
with China and other Asia Pacific
nations.
Recently, this activity included

hosting a whistle stop tour with Zeng
Guoqiang of Shandong Air lines and
officials of CAAC to get a first-hand
look at HUD and vision technology
with US airline and freight operators,
including Alaska Airlines. Shandong
Airlines and Xia men Airlines are pio-
neering HUD airlines in China and
are currently conducting Special
Authoriz ation (SA) Cat I/II HGS oper-
ations in China. CAAC is also con-
ducting several trials with HUD and
EFVS.

According to CAAC, productive
meetings were held with FAA lead-
ers in Washington DC as part of the
first phase of the US trip. Talks on
operational topics ranged from cur-
rent rules for EFVS, FAR 91.175 and
OpSpec approval process for carriers
to enable lower RVR in Part 121
operations when using EFVS. HUD
operational discussions also includ-
ed SA Cat I and II. 
As part of the tour visiting US oper-

ators, the China delegation stopped
over at SEA (Seattle–Tacoma WA)
and was able to see and review
Alaska Airlines’ current fail-passive
Cat III HGS 4000 and Cat III auto -
land capability. The airline provided
an in-depth description of the hybrid
Cat III application it is now using
with the HGS 4000 in conjunction
with a fail-passive autoland to
achieve Cat IIIb minima of RVR
400/400 and DH 30 ft. Alaska Air -
lines also demonstrated how the
HUD is used to increase awareness
and safety during RNP ops. Capt
Mike Adams, a technical pilot for
Alaska, took each CAAC and Shan -
dong Airlines representative into the
737-400 simulator to demonstrate
the hybrid Cat III approach to SEA as
used by Alaska today.
The Dec 2012 tour of SEA also

provided CAAC with a firsthand look
at how low-visibility operations are
conducted, and let them see how
the airport markings and lighting
function in real time on the field as a
crew would see it. Also included

were control tower demonstrations
of low-visibility air traffic procedures
at SEA and control of all lighting and
vehicle movements during low-visi-
bility conditions.

Safety in aviation linked to HUDs

In 1991, the Flight Safety Found -
ation (FSF) presented a hallmark
study of the safety value of the HUD.
It showed how a HUD with a sym-
bol—the FPV—showing the direc-
tion and energy of the aircraft could
save lives, improve pilot perfor-
mance and also increase the perfor-
mance of the aircraft. This study
identified the number of aircraft
accidents due to CFIT and approach
and landing as areas in deadly need
of safety improvement. The FSF safe-
ty study then made a declarative
statement—that HUDs would be a
significant remedy for a majority of
approach and landing accidents.
The latest revision of that study,

released in 2009, had a sobering
point to consider—the number and
type of accidents is about the same
with so-called modern glass cockpits
without HUDs.
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SAAB HUD development flight in a Euro -
copter AS350B owned by HeliAir of Sweden.
SAAB has recently won a contract to supply
the US Army with evaluation models for the
Sikorsky UH60.

Visiting SEA recently were
members of a Chinese dele-
gation that included repre-
sentatives of CAAC, Shan -
dong Airlines and Xiamen
Airlines. Rock well Collins,
FAA and Alaska Airlines
acted as hosts.

Rockwell Collins  Senior Mgr
HGS Flight Ops Dean

Schwab (L) discusses the
advantages of HUD-

equipped FTD training with
Shandong Airlines Capt

Zeng Guoqiang in the
Boeing 787 FTD.



However, at least in the US and
Eur ope, some reluctant operators
have resisted the HUD due to cost,
based on their view of what the ROI
should be. It’s interesting to note that
new aircraft like the Boeing 787 can-
not be purchased without a HUD. In
the world of corporate aviation,
where arguably the most advanced
flightdecks exist, the HUD is an
everyday tool needed for safe deliv-
ery of important people and cargo.
What may change some operators’
reluctance to adopt HUDs is China.

HUD tech

Since the early days of the Alaska
Boeing 727 program, HUD technol-
ogy has been evolving. The initial
commercial HUDs used CRTs as a
light source, and that light was
reflected back to the pilot by a trans-
parent flat glass called a combiner.
The military modernized HUD tech-
nology, and defense firms like GEC
Marconi, Hughes Aircraft and Kaiser
Aerospace developed wide-field-of-
view HUDs using holographic optics
to increase the field of view and
improve transparency.
One of the first to use the new

holographic technology was upstart
Flight Dynamics. Later, Rockwell
Collins in a joint venture with Kaiser
acquired Flight Dynamics, which
became today’s Rockwell Collins
Head-Up Guidance System Com -
pany in Portland OR. Other compa-
nies, like Elbit Systems/Kollsman,
have also moved into com mercial

aviation. Elbit/Kolls man captured the
first widebody freighter program with
HUDs and EFVS, and has completed
its first STC for aftermarket corporate
aircraft—a Bom bar dier Chal lenger
604. Thalès is firmly planted in
Airbus, beginning with the A320 and
some previous programs for the
MD88 and early models of Bombar -
dier’s Global Express. Jetcraft—the
first aftermarket supplier—has HUD
Vision Access and is focused on
turnkey delivery of HUD and EFVS
sensors.
Saab is taking aim at the helicopter

market, and has been showing its
new HUD designs at NBAA on a
regular basis. Saab has also joined
the industry development of new
standards for HUD technology,
bringing solid persistent engineering
to what the company sees as a long-
term commitment. Recently, Saab
completed HUD flight testing on a
helicopter, and announced a launch
order of its RIGS HUD for further
evaluation by the US Army.
The optical design of a HUD is still

a major upfront cost item. The costs
are mainly due to the optics design
which is related to the location of
what is called the “design eye posi-
tion,” size and shape of the overhead
part of the cabin. Addressing the cost
barrier, newer designs are emerging
that have different optical concepts,
for example, BAE Systems’ Q-HUD
and the Rockwell Collins HGS3500.
Rockwell Collins has targeted its

HUD for certification in 2015 time-
frame. Its design eliminates the over-

head projection unit, using a princi-
ple called light optical injection, or
guiding the light for the symbology
to the combiner down a series of
prisms.
Still others are working secretly for

other ways to address both cost and
improvements. Imagine making the
windshield the reflection surface—
something tried before, but to no
one’s satisfaction. So far, science fic-
tion movies and the realities of
optics and window distortion have
not caught up with each other.

China’s aviation road map

FAA has also been coordinating
with CAAC. In Aug 2012 FAA hosted
a Pacific Rim conference in Long
Beach CA identifying key technolo-
gies, operations and regulations that
could be improved with HUD,
advanced PFDs and vision systems.
Soon after the conference, the CAAC
HUD application roadmap appear -
ed. China has without hesitation laid
forth a plan to move the country’s
civil aviation into a 100% HUD
compliant operation by 2025.
For China, the operational benefits

of HUDs for lower-than-standard
operations begin with the current
FAA Order 8400.13D, which en -
ables the aircraft to reach 150 ft and
1400 RVR for select Cat I airports.
The economic value is that this type
of aircraft avionics capability aug-
ments the airport infrastructure,
enabling the operation and improv-
ing accessibility.
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Schwab demonstrates the
Rockwell Collins HGS3500
designed for smaller cock -
pit aircraft.

Mgr Air
Transportation

Division (AFS200)
Les Smith puts an

advanced HUD
trainer through

its paces.
PC-based HUDs for training, like this FlyRealHUDS.com
Airtransport model, are making their way into worldwide use.
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China recently approved CAN
(Guang zhou), CTU (Chengdu), PEK
(Bei jing), PVG (Pudong, Shanghai),
TAO (Qingdao), TNA (Jinan) and XIY
(Xi’an) for similar lower-than-stan-
dard ops with HUDs for these stan-
dard Cat I airports. An additional 58
airports are scheduled to be ap -
proved for special Cat I operation in
the next 2 years.
Last June, CAAC, CAAC North

China Regional Administration and
Capital Airlines successfully com-
pleted the verification pilot program
of EFVS using a Gulfstream G550 at
XIL (Xilinhot) in Inner Mongolia.
CAAC regulations now establish a
path for approval of HUDs and EVS.
Following the ICAO developments,
the CAAC roadmap also expands the
window of technologies.
The CAAC plan also makes note of

ICAO Annex 6, which provides an
international basis for standards and
operations. For advanced flightdeck
technology, many other countries are
moving in the same direction.
Australia, for example, recently pub-
lished an NPRM for enhanced vision
and low-visibility ops, while in
Sweden advanced guidelines for
HUDs, enhanced vision and other
advanced displays are being integrat-
ed into their operations.
QANTAS has been using the

HGS4000 on its Boeing 737NGs for
ILS, GLS and RNP ops for nearly a
decade and is looking forward to
using them for low-vis ops. Aus -
tralia’s Civil Aviation Safety Authority
(CASA) is currently implementing SA
Cat I and SA Cat II operations as well
as standard low-visibility Cat II and
Cat III operations. South Korea and
Japan are among the other Asia Pac -
ific countries that have implemented
HUD operational approvals.

Considering the total number and
different types of aircraft, this will
mean that OEMs and suppliers will
have to integrate the HUD and what
CAAC calls “vision technology” into
the aircraft now.
For OEMs there is also a challenge

to look at the total picture of what is
coming. Recently, the RTCA commit-
tee that is developing EFVS, CVS and
SVS standards defined the system
architecture for landing aircraft
where no natural vision is required.
This configuration includes dual
HUDs and PFDs that also display
enhanced vision.
Several manufacturers are already

developing systems that include new
vision sensors as part of the PFD.
Advanced PFDs that are FPV-based
with vision sensors are going to be
part of any future story.

The art of HUD training

With its growing demand for any
form of air transport and a need for
pilots, China has a definite focus on
things that enable pilots to rapidly
advance to professional performance.
A HUD makes even a novice pilot a
proficient airman early on, with their
head up and eyes looking where
they’re going. In fact, for new pilots a
HUD helps engage muscle memory
and develop stick-and-rudder skills.
HUD training tools are also mak-

ing significant progress. At NBAA
2012 Rockwell Collins unveiled an
iPad familiarization app that includes
SVS and teaches the basic principles
of the FPV and flight director. To add
some competitiveness to the process,
it even scores your ability. And X-
Plane, a popular PC flight simulator,
is being used as the main platform
for an app called FlyRealHUDs that

is said to be a full fidelity HUD for a
bizjet, commercial airline and even
helicopter models. X-Plane simulator
software is used by many developers
and OEMs, and the simulator tech-
nology has a large following.
Several airlines have implemented

a fully flyable FTD with a HUD sim-
ulation to train their pilots to near
line proficiency before ever entering
the full flight simulator to begin their
flight training. Southwest, JetBlue
and Boeing all use advanced FTD
simulation to reduce training costs,
increase pilot proficiency and
advance pilot training. Whatever tool
is used, it is clear that learning to fly
a HUD is rapidly becoming a neces-
sity for advanced pilots.

Green light

As we all know, aviation is both
machines and people. The Rockwell
HUD group and Dean Schwab have
been like a quiet and steady wind,
politely pushing airlines and regula-
tors into the light of a HUD and the
modern century. Aviation and tech-
nology must have a soul and pas-
sion to be successful, and these
guys have both. Look and see the
light—those who don’t may get
stuck in the overcast.

Alaska Airlines Certificate Management Office presentation on HUD impact on operating minima.

Former FAA Deputy Dir Flight Standards
Policy Oversight (AFS2P) John McGraw eval-
uates the Elbit/Kollsman HUD cer tified
recently for the bizjet market.
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